


 A major development has occurred in the art world over the past fifty years. The most famous artists today have creat-
ed brand new forms instead of making traditional kinds of art. From around 1900 to 1940s the Fauves used non-traditional 
color schemes and the cubists re-assembled forms, but all of these developments fell within the categories of painting or 
sculpture. Then the so-called first generation of abstract expressionists appeared: Jackson Pollock made drip paintings, 
Mark Rothko painted large rectangles of color, David Smith made abstract sculptures out of metal. What they had in com-
mon was a lack of recognizable image and a style which was so distinctively original that it was regarded as “theirs”; for 
example if any other painter made a drip painting it would be considered an “imitation of Pollock”. 
 Then in the 1960’s artists began to make objects which were not exactly painting nor sculpture, but rather a combina-
tion of the two, often using materials not ordinarily associated with making art. Robert Rauschenberg pioneered this trend 
when he took a stuffed Angora goat, placed a tire around its middle, and gave it the title “Monogram”. Since he had used 

a variety of unrelated materials he called his art a “combine”. He went on to 
produce a lot of other combines including a bedspread filled with detritus and 
hung on the wall as a clump. Jasper Johns made paintings of ordinary images 
such as a map, a flag, or a target, and sometimes placed three-dimensional 
objects such as molds of body parts at the top of the frame.  Andy Warhol made 
boxes with the label Brillo that were indistinguishable from those in the super-
market. Later he took photographic images of Marilyn Monroe or Coke bottles 
and turned them into large silkscreen prints.
 In all of these cases the outstanding feature of the resulting artwork is 
that it is inventive. Anyone making art in these 
styles would be seen as a copycat rather than an 
original artist. Over the succeeding decades this 
search for the “new” had taken many forms: 

Jeff Koons filled a fish tank half full of water and dropped three basketballs inside.  Later 
he commissioned a maker of lawn sculpture to fabricate a statue of Michael Jackson and his 
pet monkey. Note: Koons did not actually make the work himself- the work was realized by 
a nameless “fabricator”. Donald Judd also used fabricators to make box like forms, often 

in multiples, which were hung on the wall like shelves. 
Richard Serra used large sheets of corten steel in a variety 
of formats. One was a large wall made of steel that was 
placed in a crescent shape in the Federal Plaza in New 
York entitled “Tilted Arc”.  Considered to be a nuisance 
by the people who worked in the building, it was ultimate-
ly removed despite protests from the art community. The English artist Damian Hirst 
gained notoriety with his stuffed shark suspended in a tank of formaldehyde. He later put 
other animals in tanks, sometimes whole and sometimes cut into component parts.
 We see a succession of artists going to great lengths to make original art forms---so 
unique that no one else may use it. These forms are not in themselves beautiful to look at, 
at least not in the normally understood meaning of the term. Often the artist had little or 
no contact with the materials as the form was made. Frequently the bid for originality is tied 
in with large size and weight (like Serra sculptures), or grotesque materials. These works do not 
have to be seen as beautiful, realistic or as making a statement. Each new form is an invention, 

sui generis. The main feature is the quality of shocking the viewer and challenging society to answer the questions: “Is this art?” 

Robert Rauschenberg’s  Monogram

Jasper John’s  Target

Jeff Koon’s  Three Ball Tank





Brushes With Art
My Brush with Art: Munch at MOMA, 2006 by Kristen Beaulieu

A few years ago I was visiting New York City on a business trip, the 
purpose of which I have long since forgotten. What I do remember about that 
trip is that I had the chance to visit the Museum of Modern Art to see the show: 
Edvard Munch: The Modern Life of the Soul.  While “the modern life of the 
soul” is always intriguing, I had never been a fan of Munch.  What did he 
ever do beyond the iconic Scream?  As a painter, my own style leans towards 
expressionism, a fact which I don’t know whether to consider a blessing or 
a curse.  I have always found painters like Max Beckmann or Alice Neel 
more inspiring than the Norwegian.  However, as I browsed this collection at 
MOMA, I was struck by many paintings like Weeping Nude, 1913.  It succeeded 

brilliantly as a figure study, an expressionist painting, and an abstract work all at once.  Having spent my time 
in the studio exploring all three of these, I was excited and amazed.  I was knocked out by his later landscapes 

and paintings of horses.  I saw how Munch, especially at the end of his career, 
seemed to be building a bridge for expressionism 
to abstract expressionism.  Clearly more than a 
‘one-hit wonder’, I left the museum thinking that 
Edvard Munch was quite a genius!   (Coming 
next year to the Art Institute “Becoming Edvard 
Munch: Influence, Anxiety, and Myth”)

(Please contact Ted about your own “Brushes with Art”
ted@julieressler.com or 773-338-4332

Weeping Nude by E.Munch  

Billboard on Houston Street
Greenwich Village, NY 

Reclining Nude 2004 
by Kristen Beaulieu



Julie Ressler
Graphics  

Produce eye-catching ads, 
pamphlets, fliers, posters, 
note cards, invitations, and 
wine labels.  
We can help you use your 
own art to promote your art.  
We take particular care with 
clients who are new to the 
printed ad.
773-338-4332   ted@julieressler.com





First Tuesday Critique
Lead by Ralph Greenhow and described by Julie Ressler

 At the First Tuesday Critique an experienced artist leads the discussion of 
various works that members bring in.  Ralph Greenhow led the discussion in March 
with his usual mixture of poetry and perceptive observations.  To give you some idea 
of the range of works on this typical evening: Ralph 
brought in two small, fi red clay sculptures of his own.  
He wanted suggestions of how to describe them in 
words. Barbara Roseman brought in a a number of her 
small, new watercolors.  She had been working on the 
idea of completing a painting in a short, predetermined 
amount of time.  Kris Schroeder and Patricia Drazin 
brought in samples of their photographs.  Julie Ressler 
brought in two fl ower paintings for suggestions. Kathy 

Cornyn brought in two paintings that we had seen and critiqued a few months 
earlier to show how they had changed. Good work! Good art! 
 These Critiques are given to be helpful in a kindly way. It is part of WAG’s 
philosophy that we are all learners in the arts for our entire lives. In the Artist’s Way 
by Julie Cameron, she talks movingly about being kind and gentle to your “artist 
child”. This is what the Critques are for...encouragement, suggestions, a marker to 
guide gently and fi nd a way to do the best work you can do.  Please bring a piece of 
art that you are working on, learn, teach and enjoy!  First Tuesday of each month at 
7:00 PM in the WAG offi ce at 1131 Central Avenue, Wilmette, IL 60091.  Look forward to seeing you!

Thank You!
A big thank you to Bryan Brick, Tracy and Jim at EJ Graphics for helping us print our fi rst full color WAG 
Newsletter.  Colleen and Nick Muscarella for all their help.  Fran Vail for a great demonstration. Marge Graham 
for perpetual proofi ng. Thank you!  Thank you! 

Ralph Greenhow

Photo by K. Schroeder




